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Reading

READING TEST
Directions: Each passage in this test is followed by several questions. After
reading the passage, choose the best answer to each question and
blacken the corresponding space on your answer document. When you
respond to the short-answer and extended-response items, you do not have
to use all of the space provided in your answer document, but be sure your
answers are complete. You may refer to the passages as often as
necessary.

How the Turtle Got Her Shell
1

Long ago, the turtle did not have a shell; instead her back was soft and shiny with
the sparkle of a million jewels in the most beautiful designs. It was lin ed with
rubies, diamonds, topaz, turquoise and many others. The turtle’s jewels made her
the most beautiful creature in the desert. She knew how beautiful she was and
would go on long, slow walks to show off.

2

One day, the pack rat saw the turtle. Since he loved collecting all things shiny, he
scurried up to her with the hope that maybe she would let him keep some of her
jewels. He asked, “Dear Miss Turtle, I love the beautiful luster of your wonderful
jewels and was wondering if you would give me one or two?” Well, I’m so
beautiful and have so many jewels, the turtle thought, I don’t think one or two
would hurt. So she answered, “Yes, you may help yourself to the jewels, but don’t
take too many.” The pack rat took his jewels and scurried off.

3

As the turtle continued, the Gila monster saw her and her shining back. The Gila
monster, then quite ugly, became sad seeing such a beautiful creature and
began to cry. The turtle said, “Oh, poor Gila monster, why do you cry?” “It is
because I see your beauty and I am so ugly I become sad,” the Gila monster
replied in a quivering voice. The turtle, filled with compassion said, “I shall give
you a few of my stones so then you may become as beautiful as I am.” So the
Gila monster took three jewels and rolled on them, crushing the rocks into tiny
beads that stuck to the lizard forever.

4

The turtle kept giving other creatures beauty, never worrying about losing her
stones. She thought she would always have enough to remain the most beautiful
of all. She was wrong. Suddenly she realized she had given away all her precious
stones.

5

Filled with sadness because she was no longer the most beautiful of animals, the
turtle began to walk.

1
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6

She walked and walked, until she came to a small tribal camp. She had been
here before and knew the elder quite well. When he saw the now-naked turtle, he
said, “Turtle! Where have all your beautiful stones gone?” She said, “Oh, great
elder, what have I done? I have given away all my beauty and am now left with a
bare back!” He replied, “Oh turtle, I wish I could give you back your jewels, but
you should realize that you’re still one of the most beautiful animals I know.”
Confused, the turtle asked, “But how? Without my jewels, I am nothing.” “No, you
are still very beautiful because of your willingness and eagerness to help others.
You see, my dear turtle, it was your kindness that made you beautiful, not how
you looked!”

7

With this he fashioned a small
looked much like those of her
wonderful luster of the jewels,
made so many others happy.

shell of clay. It had many shapes and designs that
rich back. Although the shell didn’t have the
she felt more beautiful than ever, knowing she had
And this is how the turtle got her shell.

by Pa ul H. — P hoe ni x, A Z , fr o m Te en In k
NR0004AVAXCF0177D

NR0004LTAXEF0178B

1.

2.

Read this sentence from paragraph
1 of the passage.
“It was lined with rubies, diamonds,
topaz, turquoise and many others.”
In which sentence below does the
word lined have the same meaning
as in this sentence?
A.

Her face was lined with concern
for her father.

B.

People lined up to buy tickets
for the show.

C.

I lined my paper in order to
write straight.

D.

The yard was lined with
evergreen trees.

2

Why was the turtle confused when
she was talking to the elder?
A.

because she did not understand
why he was upset

B.

because she did not understand
why he thought she was
beautiful

C.

because she did not understand
why he would not give her more
jewels

D.

because he was speaking in a
tribal language that she did not
understand
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NR0004AVCXEF0343S

3.

5.

How did the turtle change in this
story?
A.

She learned that she was
beautiful because of what she
did, not how she looked.

B.

She came to believe that the
elder was much wiser than she
had originally thought.

C.

She learned to trust the other
animals, whereas she had
formerly avoided them.

D.

Identify two examples of how
personification is used in the story.
Write your answer in the Answer
Document. (2 points)

NR0004LTAXEF0339A

6.

She finally understood that all
the wealth in the world could
not bring her true happiness.

How is the turtle’s problem solved?
A.

The elder reminds the turtle that
she was always beautiful.

B.

The turtle decides to live without
a shell.

C.

The pack rat gives back the
jewels he took.

D.

The Gila monster finds more
jewels for the turtle.

NR0004RPBXEF0338D

4.

How do the emotions of the turtle
change from before she discovers
her jewels are lost to after she
realizes this fact?
A.

joyful to spiteful

B.

distressed to jovial

C.

depressed to mirthful

D.

cheerful to sorrowful

3
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From The Autobiography of Malcolm X
[NOTE: Mal colm X was b orn in 1925. As a young man, he spent six years i n pris on before
becomi ng a civil rights leader. He was assassinated in 1965.]

1

I saw that the best thing I could do was get hold of a dictionary—to study, to
learn some words. I was lucky enough to reason also that I should try to improve
my penmanship. It was sad. I couldn’t even write in a straight line. It was both
ideas together that moved me to request a dictionary along with some tablets
and pencils from the Norfolk Prison Colony school.

2

I spent two days just riffling uncertainly through the dictionary’s pages. I’d never
realized so many words existed! I didn’t know which words I needed to learn.
Finally, just to start some kind of action, I began copying.

3

In my slow, painstaking, ragged handwriting, I copied into my tablet everything
printed on that first page, down to the punctuation marks.

4

I believe it took me a day. Then, aloud, I read back, to myself, everything I’d
written on the tablet. Over and over, aloud, to myself, I read my own handwriting.

5

I woke up the next morning, thinking about those words—immensely proud to
realize that not only had I written so much at one time, but I’d written words that I
never knew were in the world. Moreover, with a little effort, I also could remember
what many of these words meant. I reviewed the words whose meaning I didn’t
remember. Funny thing, from the dictionary first page right now, that “aardvark”
springs to my mind. The dictionary had a picture of it, a long-tailed, long-ear ed,
burrowing African mammal, which lives off termites caught by sticking out its
tongue as an anteater does for ants.

6

I was so fascinated that I went on—I copied the dictionary’s next page. And the
same experience came when I studied that. With every succeeding page, I also
learned of people and places and events from history. Actually the dictionary is
like a miniature encyclopedia. Finally the dictionary’s A section had filled a
whole tablet—and I went on into the B’s. That was the way I started copying what
eventually became the entire dictionary. It went a lot faster after so much
practice helped me pick up handwriting speed. Between what I wrote in my
tablet, and writing letters, during the rest of my time in prison I would guess I
wrote a million words.

7

I suppose it was inevitable that as my word-base broadened, I could for the first
time pick up a book and read and now begin to understand what the book was
saying. Anyone who has read a great deal can imagine the new world that
opened. Let me tell you something: from then until I left that prison, in every free
4
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moment I had, if I was not reading in the library, I was reading on my bunk. You
couldn’t have gotten me out of books with a wedge. Between . . . my
correspondence, my visitors—usually Ella and Reginald—and my reading of
books, months passed without my even thinking about being imprisoned. In fact,
up to then, I never had been so truly free in my life.
fr o m “Sa ve d, ” i n Th e Au tob i o gra ph y of Malcolm X b y Ma l col m X wit h t he a s sis ta n ce of A l ex Ha l e y.
Cop yri g ht ã 1 9 6 4 by M a l col m X a n d Al e x H a l e y. C o p yr i gh t ã 1 9 6 5 by Al e x Ha l e y a nd Be tt y Sha b a z z .
R e pri n ted b y per mi ssi on o f R a n do m Ho u se I nc .
NR0040RPBXEN0420D

NR0040AVAXCN0417B

7. Which theme below is suggested in
the passage?

9. “In my slow, painstaking, ragged
handwriting, I copied into my tablet
everything printed on that first page,
down to the punctuation marks.”
(paragraph 3)

A.

Governments and individuals
ought to support prison
libraries.

B.

Anyone can learn to read and
write better.

Which definition below describes
painstaking?

C.

A dictionary is very useful to
one’s education.

A.

careless

D.

One’s limitations can be
overcome by will and effort.

B.

labored

C.

elaborate

D.

effortless

NR0040RPBXEN0102S

8.

Explain the purpose Malcolm X had
in writing the passage. Give an
example from the passage that
supports your explanation. Write
your answer in the Answer
Document. (2 points)

NR0040AVAXCN0107D

10. “I suppose it was inevitable that as
my word-base broadened, I could
for the first time pick up a book and
read and now begin to understand
what the book was saying.”
(paragraph 7)
Which word defines inevitable?

5

A.

unpredictable

B.

unexpected

C.

unfavorable

D.

unavoidable
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NR0040LTFXEN0122A

11. Which statement characterizes the
narrator’s sense of determination?
A.

Over and over, aloud to himself,
he read his own handwriting.

B.

C.

D.

13. Which statement illustrates irony in
the passage?
A.

Anyone who has read a great
deal likely has a broad wordbase.

An author, who was in prison,
says he had never been more
free in his life.

B.

His penmanship is so poor, he
can’t even write in a straight
line.

An author’s self-education
creates a vivid mental picture in
the reader’s mind.

C.

Talking with visitors—usually Ella
and Reginald—was very
important to him.

The description of the author’s
self-education has been
heightened for emphasis.

D.

The author says that the
dictionary is a complete source
of knowledge.

NR0040LTFXEN0108A

12. Which sentence describes the effect
of the statement, “You couldn’t have
gotten me out of books with a
wedge”? (paragraph 7)
A.
B.

NR0040LTEXEN0123B

14. Which theme below is supported in
the passage?

It depicts the narrator’s newly
found passion for reading.
It reinforces the narrator’s
acknowledged difficulties with
reading.

C.

It underscores the prison
library’s lack of interesting
books to read.

D.

It describes the narrator’s
exhaustion from his efforts at
self-education.

6

A.

Experience is more important
than knowledge.

B.

Good can come out of bad
situations.

C.

Learning is principally for
children.

D.

Decision-making is very difficult.
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NR0040RPAXCN0419D

15. Explain how the narrator’s
characterization of himself is
designed to convey his “message”
of self-improvement. Include four
examples from the passage to
support your explanation. Write your
answer in the Answer Document.
(4 points)

16. “I spent two days riffling uncertainly
through the dictionary’s pages. I’d
never realized so many words
existed! I didn’t know which words I
needed to learn. Finally, just to start
some kind of action, I began
copying.” (paragraph 2)
Which sentence summarizes the
excerpt above?

7

A.

Malcolm X knew that reading
and copying the dictionary
would change his life.

B.

Malcolm X thought that the best
place to begin was in the
middle.

C.

Malcolm X was confident that
he could eventually learn to
read.

D.

Malcolm X did not know where
to begin his learning.
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Caged Bird
1

A free bird leaps
on the back of the wind
and floats downstream
till the current ends
and dips his wing
in the orange sun rays
and dares to claim the sky.

2

But a bird that stalks
down his narrow cage
can seldom see through
his bars of rage
his wings are clipped and
his feet are tied
so he opens his throat to sing.

3

The caged bird sings
with a fearful trill
of things unknown
but longed for still
and his tune is heard
on the distant hill
for the caged bird
sings of freedom.

4

The free bird thinks of another breeze
and the trade winds soft through the sighing trees
and the fat worms waiting on a dawn-bright lawn
and he names the sky his own.

5

But a caged bird stands on the grave of dreams
his shadow shouts out a nightmare scream
his wings are clipped and his feet are tied
so he opens his throat to sing.

6

The caged bird sings
with a fearful trill
of things unknown
but longed for still
and his tune is heard
on the distant hill
8
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for the caged bird
sings of freedom.
“C a ge d B i r d” b y M a ya A n g e l ou. , co py r i g h t © 1 9 8 3 by M a y a An g e l o u. , fr o m SH AK ER , W H Y D ON’ T Y OU
SI N G ? B y Ma ya A n ge l ou. U se d by pe r mi s si on o f R a n d o m H o us e , I n c.

NR0037LTCXEF0070C

NR0037LTFXEF0068D

17. The significant difference between
the two birds in the poem is that

19. “But a bird that stalks
down his narrow cage
can seldom see through
his bars of rage” (stanza 2)

A.

one bird can sing and the other
bird is silent.

B.

one bird knows how to fly and
the other bird does not.

C.

one bird has opportunity and
the other bird has been denied
it.

D.

Which sentence below accurately
describes the effect of the metaphor
in the stanza above?
It explains that the bird that is
trapped may

one bird has held on to its
dreams of flight and the other
bird has not.

A.

break the bars that confine it.

B.

not hope to see the outside
world.

NR0037RPBXEF0072D

C.

18. What is the author’s purpose in
describing the two birds?

soon grow to accept the
situation.

D.

be consumed by its own anger.

A.

to portray the two birds as
being similar

B.

to let the reader decide which
is the better bird

C.

to show that one bird is not
superior to the other

D.

to contrast the free and the
caged bird

9
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20. “A free bird leaps
on the back of the wind
and floats downstream
till the current ends
and dips his wing
in the orange sun rays
and dares to claim the sky.”
(stanza 1)

21. According to the information given
in the poem, the bird that stalks
down its cage (stanza 2) is probably
moving in which of the following
ways?

Which phrase is closest in meaning
to the word claim?
A.

to take as one’s own

B.

to wish ardently for

C.

to work hard for

D.

to explore a new territory

10

A.

lightly

B.

grimly

C.

joyously

D.

indecisively
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Yellowstone Makes a Triumphant Return Ten Years After Fires

1

1

What a difference a decade makes. Ten years ago this month, Yellowstone
National Park was a sea of flames. Some of the largest wildfires in U.S. history
swept restlessly across the park’s magnificent terrain, incinerating forests,
threatening historic buildings. The news media and politicians fanned the flames
even higher. Yellowstone, they said, was devastated.

2

Night after night, horrific images of ash and flame flashed across America’s TV
screens. One evening, after showing an enormous expanse of blackened forest,
network news anchor Tom Brokaw solemnly concluded, “This is what’s left of
Yellowstone tonight.”

3

But guess what? Fire didn’t destroy Yellowstone. Ten years later, we realize fire
had the opposite effect. Fire rejuvenated Yellowstone. Elk and other wildlife are
healthy. Tourism is thriving. Biodiversity 1 is booming. New forests are rising from
the ashes of old ones. The recovery is so dramatic it deserves a closer look.

4

First, a bit of background: The 1988 fires were gigantic. They swept over roughly
793,000 of Yellowstone’s 2.2 million acres—one third of the park. Some were
lightning-caused; others were of human origin. The $120 million firefighting effort
amassed against them has been called the largest in U.S. history. The heroic work
saved many key structures. But in the wild lands, it made almost no difference.
What put Yellowstone’s fires out was not retardant-dropping planes or armies of
firefighters on the ground. It was a quarter inch of autumn rain.

5

In July and August, as fires raged across the park, business owners fumed. Our
future is ruined, they said. Tourism is dead. But today, tourism is very much alive.
Yellowstone has set numerous visitation records since 1988. Fire has not repelled
tourists; it has attracted them—just as it attracts many species of wildlife. Ten
years later, the number one question asked of Yellowstone naturalists remains
“What are the effects of the fires?”

6

The answer is simple: The fires were therapeutic. Since 1988, some seventy
scientific research projects have looked at various aspects of the Yellowstone
fires. Not one has concluded the fires were harmful. That sounds too good to be
true. But it is. The science is there to prove it.

7

Come to Yellowstone this summer and see for yourself. Pull off the road near Ice
Lake, east of the Norris Geyser Basin. Here the fire burned especially savagely.
Hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions, of mature lodgepole pine trees were

bi od iv ersi t y: th e n umb e r a n d va ri e t y of o rga n i s ms f o u nd wi thi n a s pe ci fi e d ge o gra p hi c re g i o n

11
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destroyed. But today, the forest floor is a sea of green, knee high lodgepoles
planted, literally, by the fires of 1988.
8

Yellowstone’s lodgepole forest is a place of mystery. In order to live, it must first
die. It must burn. The fire that swept through here worked an ancient magic: It
scorched lodgepole cones, melted their sticky resin, and freed the seeds locked
inside. Within minutes, a new forest was planted.

9

By suppressing wildfire, as Smokey Bear has taught us to do, we interrupt nature’s
cycles. We rob our western forests of something they need desperately. We steal
their season of rebirth. Without fire, pine forests grow senile, prone to disease,
and unnaturally thick. There are lessons in these lodgepoles. Too much protection
is no virtue. We can harm what we try to save. I’m not suggesting that we worship
fire—that we let it run wild outside of natural parks and wilderness areas. But we
can respect its wisdom. We can treat it, when possible, as an ally, not an enemy,
and use it more frequently under controlled conditions to protect communities
and make forests healthier.

10

Look closely around Ice Lake and you will almost surely see something else:
wildlife. Bison, elk, mule deer, white-tailed deer, bighorn sheep, and mountain
goats have all prospered since 1988. Just as fire rejuvenated lodgepoles, so, too,
did it revitalize plants that grazing animals eat. Walt Disney got it all wrong:
Bambi and his forest friends have nothing to fear—and much to gain—from fire.

11

If you’re lucky, you may also see Yellowstone’s king of beasts: the grizzly bear. To
a grizzly, wildfire is a meal ticket. Fires kill trees, which fall to the ground and fill
up with insects: grizzly sushi. Others enjoy the feast, too. Before 1988, three-toed
woodpeckers were almost nonexistent in Yellowstone. After 1988, one
ornithologist spotted thirty in one day. But dead lodgepoles are more than lunch
counters; they are housing opportunities, home sites for mountain bluebirds, tree
swallows, and other “cavity-nesting” birds and mammals.

12

Ten years ago, the news media said fire “blackened” Yellowstone. Today, we
know the reverse is true. Fire has painted the park brighter, added color and
texture to its ecosystem, and increased the diversity and abundance of its
species. As Yellowstone scientist John Varley put it recently, “The biodiversity story
over the past ten years has been fascinating. Biodiversity has gone through a
revolution at Yellowstone.”

“ Ye l l ow st on e Ma ke s a T ri u m p ha nt R e t ur n Te n Y e a r s Af t e r F i re s ” b y Br uc e Ba b b i tt, F o rm e r Se cre ta r y of
the I nt e ri or, ori gi na l l y p ri nte d i n T he A usti n Am erica n-St a tes man.

12
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NR0023ITBXEN0373C

22. Which subheading accurately
reflects the information in
paragraphs 1 and 2?

24. What is the intended effect of the
rhetorical question used in
paragraph 3?

A.

Effects of the Yellowstone Fire

A.

B.

Tourism Since the Yellowstone
Fire

to produce an echoing sound
when read aloud

B.

to serve as a topic sentence

C.

News Media Dramatically
Reports Fire

C.

to stimulate reader interest

D.

to create patterns of stressed
and unstressed syllables

D.

Biodiversity in Yellowstone Since
the Fire

NR0023ITDXEN0034B

25. Which sentence is a detail from the
passage intended to convey that
the population of such wildlife as
three-toed woodpeckers actually
increased after the fire?

NR0023ITDXEN0031C

23. Why does the passage open with
the line, “What a difference a
decade makes”?
A.

to highlight how quickly time
passes

A.

B.

to highlight the difficulty of
post-fire recovery

After the danger passed,
wildlife returned.

B.

C.

to highlight the cycle of nature

Downed trees created a habitat
that sustained a food chain.

D.

to highlight the limitation of
natural processes

C.

Tourism decreased, minimizing
the danger to woodpeckers.

D.

After the fire, predators of birds
abandoned the forest floor.

NR0023ITDXEN0037E

26. Give two short-term effects of the
fire at Yellowstone Park, and
contrast them with the conditions
there ten years later. Write your
answer in the Answer Document.
(4 points)

13
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NR0023RPBXCN0033S

27. Based on paragraph 9, which would
the author support?

29. Explain how nature can sometimes
repair itself, citing two details from
the passage to support your
explanation. Write your answer in
the Answer Document. (2 points)

A.

increased spending on fire
fighting in national parks

B.

periodically setting “controlled
fires” in national parks

C.

viewing fire as the enemy and
discovering ways to fight it

D.

educating people about the
dangers of wildfires when they
visit national parks

NR0023RPAXEN0261D

30. According to paragraph 8, you can
infer that lodgepole pines

NR0023AVEXCN0371C

28. The passage uses the word
ornithologist (paragraph 11).
The suffix “-ologist” comes from
Latin and Greek and it means “one
who studies.”

A.

are the oldest of all pine trees.

B.

provide a natural habitat for
insects.

C.

were totally destroyed by the
fires.

D.

have seeds that are best
distributed by fire.

An ornithologist studies
A.

elk.

B.

deer.

C.

birds.

D.

bears.

14
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Speech to the New Americans
[NOTE: The author’s name (A ndrei Cod rescu) is p ronounced al ong the lines of “An DREY
Co DRES q. ” The “Iron Curtain” (paragraph 3) was the p olitical barrier that existed between
the countries of the Soviet Union bl oc and Wes tern Europe from 1945 to 1990. Romania was
allied with the Soviet Uni on during the Cold War, a member of the Soviet bl oc, and was thus
spoken of as “behi nd the Iron Curtai n.”]

1

HELLO, NEW AMERICANS!

2

Ladies and gentlemen, friends, and fellow citizens, I’m Andrei Codrescu from
Romania, and this country has been very very good to me.

3

Romania was a Communist country when I was growing up (remember the Iron
Curtain?). In school they told us that America was a bad place where the rich
laughed in the face of the poor who went about begging in the streets. That
America was a country where crime and racism made it dangerous to walk
outside.

4

My grandmother, on the other hand, whispered to me that in America “dogs walk
around with pretzels on their tails.” Fat, healthy dogs. Big, hot pretzels. She also
whispered that in America the “roads are paved with gold.” That wasn’t as good
as the dogs with the pretzels—but she had to whisper because in Romania you
could not say such things out loud.

5

I myself imagined America as the place where I could be a very famous writer
who could say out loud all the things that would land me in jail in Romania.

6

When I came to America I found that the school and my grandmother were both
wrong . . . .

7

And yes, in America some dogs not only walked around with pretzels on their tails
but got their own burial plots in Hollywood. Some dogs inherited fortunes and
were tended by human servants.

8

But the roads were not paved with gold. In fact, in 1992, certain roads are not
paved at all because there isn’t enough money to pave them with.

9

Yes, there are beggars and poor people and very rich people in America. But
mostly there are in-between people, people who are neither rich nor poor, people
who have nice houses or apartments with a little garden or a balcony, people
who treat their dogs very nicely if they have dogs, people who (for the most part)
let each other talk, laugh, and vote however they please. People who do not
have to whisper. And the roads, whether in good shape or not, can take you
15
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somewhere else if you do not like where you are. America is a big country and
you can move anywhere you want in it without having to show your passport.
10

Almost ten years ago I sat where you sit now and listened to a judge welcome me
to America. “You are now Americans,” the judge said. “You can keep your native
customs, you can keep your wonderful cooking and your churches, but you are
not Chinese, Haitians, Russians, or Romanians any longer. You cannot hold the
interests of your old countries above those of your new country. You are now
Americans.”

11

The judge spoke the truth. But the judge did not mention how hard it is to keep
your customs, your cooking, and your language alive. The judge did not mention
the loneliness of having left friends and family behind. He did not mention the
embarrassment of different manners, the trauma of simple exchanges and
transactions. He did not mention the heartbreak of watching your children forget
where they came from.

12

For me, this was all good. I came here when I was nineteen years old. My
loneliness became a time to dream ambitious dreams, dreams of revenge and
conquest, dreams of showing everyone that I was more than the skinny little
foreigner with holes in his shoes who could not speak very good English.

13

I also used my embarrassment so as not to take myself so seriously. One time, in
Detroit, I asked a bus driver: “Can I buy this bus?” I meant to say, “Can I ride this
bus?” He pushed me away and said: “Go buy the next bus!”

14

I haven’t bought that bus yet—but I just bought a car.

15

And as for the heartbreak of your children becoming American, that is inevitable.
I was only a child myself when I came here but now I have children of my own.
They are very American. They like to read books but they also play sports. In
Romania you either read books or played sports. You couldn’t do both. And my
children, as American as they are, are very interested in where they come from.
They are proud of it, in fact, because it makes them different.

16

And so—I would modify what the judge said to me ten years ago in this way:

17

“You must make an effort to keep your old customs and to make others admire
them, you must use your native cooking to make new friends and to bring your
community together, you must make an effort to support the community life of
your fellow immigrants. You are still Chinese, Haitians, Russians, and Romanians,
but you are also American, which means that you can be better Chinese, better
Haitians and Russians and Romanians—better because you are living together
with all of these other people and you can enrich each other through your

16
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differences. You are American now, which means that you must forget the hatreds
and prejudices of your own past . . . that if you are a Croatian American you
cannot fight your Serbian American neighbor because that’s what is going on in
the old country. You cannot pass on to your children the prejudices and hatreds
of the old country. You must always remember why you left your countries in the
first place: because you were persecuted for your political beliefs, for your
religious beliefs, or simply because you wanted to live a better material life . . . .
No matter. All those reasons are precisely why you must heal the wounds of the
past. America is the place where you must deliberately forgo revenge if you are
to go forward. You can be born again here, but like a baby you must cancel the
pain that brought you here.
18

America was set up as a place to get away from the murderous sentimentalities
of the old worlds—which does not mean that you must abandon or forget the
beauties of your cultures. On the contrary. The greater and prouder the cultural
difference you bring here the greater your success. America changes with every
single new citizen. America in 1992 is not the America I came into in 1966. Today,
Spanish is spoken almost as much as English, and millions of people from Asia,
the Caribbean, and the Pacific have come since then, changing the flavor and
look of the place, making America more colorful, spicier, more exciting.

19

The American poet Walt Whitman wrote in 1855:
I celebrate myself, and sing myself,
And what I assume you shall assume,
For every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you.

20

And so it is. Today’s song may be a bit darker and more difficult but it’s still there.

21

America is an idea in our minds. Every generation of new immigrants remakes
America in the shape of what they imagine it to be.

22

It’s your turn.
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NR0046ITCXEN0451S

31. Which phrase below describes
Codrescu’s audience?

33. Choose one of the following ideas
for a graphic to accompany this
passage. Give two reasons or
examples from the text to support
your choice.

A.

immigrants waiting to become
American citizens

B.

the children of recent American
immigrants

C.

people who have just become
American citizens

D.

people studying to become
American citizens

•

a photo of Andrei Codrescu
speaking to an audience

•

a photo of a group of new
Americans standing together

•

a picture of the flag of the
United States

NR0046RPAXEN0464D

32. With which statement would the
author probably agree?
A.

New Americans should leave
their old ways behind.

B.

New Americans are no different
than any other Americans.

C.

New Americans require more
education than other
Americans.

D.

Write your answer in the Answer
Document.
NR0046ITDXEN0458D

34. The story of the exchange between
the author and the bus driver is
intended to convey that

New Americans help revitalize
America.

18

A.

the author was lonely and
missing his family.

B.

the author’s clothes did not fit
him.

C.

the author was ambitious and
had many ideas for success.

D.

the author did not yet speak
English well.
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35. The author advises new Americans
to

37. In paragraph 6, the author writes,
“when I came to America I found
that the school and my
grandmother were both wrong.”
Explain what his school taught him
and what his grandmother told him
about America, and give one
example for each to show how they
were both wrong. Write your answer
in the Answer Document. (4 points)

A.

try to become like their
neighbors.

B.

hold on to the opinions they
formed in their native countries.

C.

remember the difficulties of
living in their native countries.

D.

forget the hatreds and
problems they had in their
native countries.

NR0046ITDXCN0461A

38. Which sentence accurately restates
the meaning of the last line of the
speech (“It’s your turn.”)?

NR0046ITDXEN0454B

36. The author implies that America has
changed since he came here. Which
statement describes the change he
implies?
A.

America has become a more
comfortable place to live.

B.

America has become even
more diverse and culturally rich.

C.

More immigrants from Europe
have arrived.

D.

The children of immigrants
behave differently.
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A.

New Americans have the
chance to help shape America.

B.

New Americans should try to
become as successful as
possible.

C.

New Americans need to teach
their children about their “old”
customs and habits.

D.

New Americans have the
obligation to share their
customs with other Americans.
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